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Hi there, I'm Lesley Minervini and I've Alopecia. When it was first discovered, I thought my life
was ruined, but here I am stronger than ever. It's a moody, patchy, extremely unpredictable, and
rare disease. What the heck is that you talk to? I dare you. Crack the cover and find out more.
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Courageous young woman Lesley Minervini is an extraordinary young female. Few teenage girls
would have the guts to admit that they had alopecia, let alone write a book about it. I've shared
this publication with all of my nieces and nephews. In this publication she describes the
experience of her hair thinning including embarrassing occasions at high school.! Five Stars
Lesley is amazing! She actually is deeply appreciative of how her friends and family helped her
through this knowledge. <3 Relatable It was very useful scanning this book and realizing that my
teen had not been alone. She also has experienced similar stories like Leslie's. ENJOY! I would
definitely recommend this book. This is what the young generation needs! Lesley's story is truly
inspirational. It helps to learn how we can help them to cope with their changing condition.
Confident, Bold, and Beautiful! We have children at our Church that have problems with the
same condition. This reserve is honest, funny, inspiring, and more!.. Lesley suffers joyfully! Even
as a male losing my own locks was bothering me, imagine a girl not having hair! Lesley's story
continues to remind me what accurate beauty is focused on. Read her book. teen inspiration in
its finest! She has an inward beauty exuding through her confidence that no outward beauty can
compare to. Falling Out I found the book informative and enlightning. This is what I need! I had
the enjoyment of working with Lesley on this project! Have got her speak!Thank you Lesley! A
lot of people suffer. Lesley's desire was to write about her struggles and difficulties in a way
that would help additional teens to find hope and a reason to keep smiling when existence
seems mind-boggling. She nailed it! It really is inspiring and a straightforward read.
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